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Introduction
In 2002 the EOEA Boston Harbor Watershed Team, organized under the Massachusetts
Watershed Initiative identified an urgent need to begin conducting water conservation
demonstration projects in each of these problem areas, and requested grant funding from
EOEA to get this process started. The Mass. Department of Fisheries Wildlife and
Environmental Law Enforcement, Riverways Program was charged with administering
the resulting grant and in January 2003, the Neponset River Watershed Association was
selected as the prime contractor to complete the project. Alexandra Dawson was recruited
as a subcontractor on the project to assist in the development of municipal bylaws.
Shortly thereafter, the Westwood Conservation Commission contacted the Association
seeking assistance in determining how they might best respond to requests for new
private irrigation wells. This report has been prepared as a response to that inquiry.
The report summarizes available data on the extent and environmental impact of private
irrigation wells in Westwood, reviews the current regulatory framework surrounding both
private irrigation wells and automated irrigation systems, examines regulations adopted
by other towns in this area and recommends various strategies that Westwood and other
towns might utilize to minimize the impact of these systems.
The project has received critical input from an informal steering committee consisting of
representatives from the Westwood Conservation Commission, the Dedham-Westwood
Water District and the Westwood Board of Health. We are also indebted to host of
watershed association staff, state and federal agency staff, private consultants, and
municipal officials too numerous to list, who shared generously of their time and have
been invaluable to the success of the project.
Nevertheless the recommendations and model bylaws included in this report remain
solely the responsibility of the Neponset River Watershed Association, and in no way
represent the opinions or recommendations of the steering committee or any of its
individual members.
Overview of the Streamflow/Groundwater
Depletion Problem in the Neponset River Watershed
In recent years there have growing concerns in the Neponset Valley over falling water
levels in area waterways, particularly during the dry summer months. Reduced water
levels can negatively impact water quality, the health of aquatic life, water based
recreation, public drinking water supplies, availability of surface water for fire fighting,
and the natural biological control of mosquito populations that occurs in healthy wetlands
and streams.
There are many factors which contribute to declining water levels in an urban-suburban
watershed such as the Neponset, including:
x increasing public and private groundwater withdrawals to meet the domestic
water needs of a growing population, and to satisfy the rapidly growing demand
for lawn irrigation water in the summer;
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x the expansion of centralized regional sewer systems, which do not return treated
wastewater to the Neponset River, as population grows and as existing septic
systems are abandoned;
x high rates of “infiltration” of groundwater, and “inflow” of rainwater into those
same regional sewer systems as a consequence of deferred sewer maintenance;
x and the impact of new roads, rooftops and other impervious surfaces which
impede the recharge of rainwater into the ground.
These changes have taken a significant toll on many of the rivers in eastern
Massachusetts. The main stem of the Ipswich River, with a watershed similar to the
Neponset’s in size, population, and land uses, now regularly runs completely dry, due in
large part to municipal water diversions.
In the Neponset Watershed, while not yet as severe, all the same forces are at work. Here,
the sewer system alone flushes away a net volume of 10 billion gallons of water each
year -- some 20% of the total annual flow of the Neponset River. This loss of water along
with the impact of impervious surfaces and the growing seasonal demand for lawn
irrigation water are
contributing to signs
Figure 1: Base Flow at USGS Norwood Gauge:
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Changes are also
evident in the mix of
fish species currently found in the Neponset River and its tributaries as compared to the
mix of species found in historic fisheries data and in watersheds similar to the Neponset
which have not undergone similar hydrologic stress. Fresh water fish species can be
broken down into three general categories based on their habitat requirements:
Macrohabitat Generalists or fish which can tolerate a wide range of conditions including
warm slow moving water or “pond” conditions; Fluvial Dependents which are less
adaptable and require moving water habitats and higher oxygen levels for at least part of
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their life cycles; and Fluvial Specialists which are quite intolerant of warm, low oxygen
and low velocity stream conditions. As figure 2 illustrates there has been a substantial
shift in population
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Overview of Private Irrigation Well and
Automated Irrigation System Impacts in the Town of Westwood
In affluent suburban communities such as Westwood, growing demand for water to
irrigate suburban landscapes is becoming an increasing problem for water suppliers, and
wetland resources alike.
Contrary to what many people think, water drawn from a private well or public water
supply and applied to a nearby lawn for irrigation is not simply being returned to
recharge the watershed from which it was withdrawn. A properly irrigated lawn will take
up and evapotranspire 100% of the supplemental water which it receives.
In such communities, water demand often increases by 75 to 100% as summer arrives.
This increase places substantial strain of the ability of water supply infrastructure to meet
these higher demands and contributes to hydrologic stress in the watersheds from which
this additional water is drawn. Because of insufficient infrastructure and maximum
pumping limits imposed to protect the Neponset River, the Dedham Westwood Water
District does not have sufficient supplies to fully satisfy these seasonal demands and thus
is frequently compelled to impose outdoor watering restrictions or “water bans” in order
to reduce demand to safe levels. Because of the District’s aggressive application of water
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bans, this seasonal demand spike is usually smaller in the Dedham Westwood Water
District than in many similar neighboring communities.
In addition to placing a strain on water supply infrastructure, the increased water
withdrawals associated with seasonal demands can place acute hydrologic stress on
streams and wetlands because these demands tend to be most intense at times when the
stream is already under stress as a result of natural drought.
The intensity of peak demands has been aggravated further in recent years by the
proliferation of automated lawn irrigation systems. These systems generally involve the
installation of a network of sprinkler heads or emitters, fed by underground plastic tubing
or above ground garden hoses. These systems are generally controlled by an automatic
timing device, and initiate irrigation on a regular schedule without any conscious
initiation by a human operator.
In theory such systems can be designed to apply irrigation water very precisely and
therefore more efficiently than non-automated irrigation systems. In practice however,
because of their automated nature, these systems apply irrigation water much more
consistently and often more heavily than the more informal hose and sprinkler systems
that were the historic norm. This is especially so as such systems have increasingly
migrated from their roots in golf courses and commercial agriculture where irrigation is a
professionally managed, mission critical activity, into use by large numbers of mixed
commercial and residential users.
As a result, homes and businesses outfitted with automated systems consistently demand
much higher annual volumes of water than homes and businesses without such systems.
The Franklin Water Department reports that in an informal comparison of water use by
homes with and without automated irrigation systems, homes with such systems
consumed on average five times more water than the typical household. Another informal
survey by the former DPW Director in Sharon found similar results. Ironically such
systems are often set to apply more water than the landscape needs, weakening plants
through overwatering.
Ironically, the increased strain placed on public water supply infrastructure by the
proliferation of automatic systems is a major factor contributing to the early and long
lasting imposition of outdoor watering bans by public water suppliers in Eastern
Massachusetts.
Because of the high cost of using purified, public, drinking water to irrigate large areas of
lawn and because the limitations imposed by municipal water bans, residents and
businesses that demand large irrigation volumes have a strong incentive to install private
wells as an alternative to irrigating with public drinking water. While a private irrigation
well often carries a high initial cost of as much as $15,000 in Westwood, after installation
the water provided is virtually free, available for just the cost of electricity to pump it.
Even more important for many such users is the fact that this water is currently exempt
from water bans designed to protect the safety of drinking water supplies or to limit
environmental impacts to waterways and wetlands.
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Private irrigation wells are generally drawing on the same groundwater reserves that
support public water supplies and which help sustain summertime water levels in
wetlands, ponds and streams. Thus while some water suppliers encourage their customers
to shift to private irrigation wells in an effort relieve direct peak demand pressures on
public water supply infrastructure, the private wells still contribute to overall hydrologic
stress within the watershed and associated impacts to recreation, water quality, aquatic
life and other compelling public interests. In some cases, such as when private wells are
located within the immediate zone of influence of public wells, they may directly
interfere with the ability of water suppliers to provide water.
In some communities, including the Dedham-Westwood Water District, private irrigation
withdrawals also have an indirect impact on public water suppliers. Increasingly, state
regulators are recognizing the interconnection between water withdrawals and the
hydrologic stress in Massachusetts rivers. In an effort to mitigate these impacts,
regulators now often restrict the operation major wells when nearby river levels drop
below critical thresholds. In the Neponset Valley, both the Dedham-Westwood Water
District’s Fowl Meadow Well and the Town of Canton’s Well #9 face such restrictions.
During the summer of 2002 the Dedham-Westwood Water District had to shut down its
Fowl Meadow well during a period of peak demand because of a low flow event in the
Neponset River.
Overuse of private irrigation wells contributes to reduced instream flow levels, thus
increasing the likelihood that communities whose water supply permits include
streamflow triggers will have to stop pumping. In short, public drinking water sources
must be shut down when the river gets too low, and private irrigation wells are an
important contributor to lowering water levels in the river and its tributaries.
The Westwood Board of Health, like most Boards of Health in Massachusetts, maintains
records of private wells used for drinking or irrigation. In Westwood’s case (as described
further below) a very basic recordkeeping system was begun in the 80’s. However, these
records are of limited detail through 1999. In 2000 the Westwood Board of Health
adopted a new Private Well Bylaw and complete from this date forward.
Board of Health records indicate 262 known private wells in Westwood of which 86 are
specifically listed as irrigation wells, although any of these wells may be used for
irrigation. Board of Health staff indicate that they believe their records, particularly for
the drinking water wells, are fairly complete. Westwood’s private irrigation well records
are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of Westwood Board
of Health Records on Private Wells
Year Completed
Completed Before
Bylaw (17% of all
wells)
1982
1985
1989
1990
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
Subtotal

All Wells

Irrigation Wells

% Irrigation

1
1
1
3
1
4
3
2
1
3
4
21
45

1
1
0
2
0
1
2
2
0
1
3
20
33

100%
100%
0%
67%
0%
25%
67%
100%
0%
33%
75%
95%
73%

No Completion Information (presumably before bylaw, 65% of all wells)
blank field
48
8
17%
No date on report
4
1
25%
No information
101
4
4%
Not complete
18
5
28%
Subtotal
171
18
11%
Subtotal Completed Before Bylaw + No Completion Information
(82% of all wells, avg 12 wells per year, 3 irrigation per year)
216
51

24%

Completed Since Bylaw
(17% of all wells, avg 14 wells per year not incl 2003, 11 irrigation per year)
2000
13
13
100%
2001
9
5
56%
2002
21
15
71%
2003
3
2
67%
Subtotal
46
35
76%
Total

262

86

33%

The most striking observation from the records is that there is only partial information on
the majority of the wells. In 2000, 2001 and 2002, the full years since the bylaw was
adopted, an average of new 14 well applications were received per year. This appears to
be an overall 16% increase in new applications over historic levels assuming records
prior to 1999 are reasonably accurate. Thus it appears that new well applications are on
the rise.
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It also appears that irrigation wells comprise a much higher percentage of new well
applications than has been the historic norm. Irrigation wells make up some 76% of
applications since 2000, as compared to just 33% of historic applications, though again
the incomplete records make a precise determination impossible.
In addition to the records maintained at the Westwood Board of Health the Mass
Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) maintains a database of well
completion reports submitted under the State Well Drillers Registration Program. DCR
staff indicates that their records are usually more complete than records maintained by
the individual towns. However, they indicate that the completeness of even the DCR
records is subject to the degree to which well drillers have participated in the mandatory
reporting process over time. The degree of compliance with this process has reportedly
varied over time, with a substantive compliance enforcement being a relatively new
phenomenon. Thus it is likely that there are at least some additional irrigation wells in
Westwood of which the Board of Health in not aware.
Even under Westwood’s new bylaw, there is no requirement to meter water use from
private wells, making it impossible to determine exactly how much of a collective
hydrologic impact these wells might be having. However, we have estimated total
seasonal water demand for private irrigation wells in Westwood based on the available
information.
To prepare the estimate we looked at a range of assumptions in terms of the number of
wells actually in use for irrigation purposes, and the area being irrigated for each well.
We then assumed conservatively that active irrigators were applying one inch of
supplemental water per week when irrigation was needed. However, it was the consensus
of the Steering Committee that most irrigators were likely to apply more than the
recommended one inch per week in practice. As illustrated in table 2, this estimate ranges
from 1.02 to 0.25 million gallons of water per day as an aggregate demand for all
irrigators under present conditions. We also estimated a range of aggregate demand after
an additional 15 years of new well installations at historic rates, finding estimated future
demands of 1.71 to 0.60 million gallons per day in 2018.
The Committee had also discussed the possibility of estimating water use by private well
owners, by using “second meter” data from the Westwood Department of Public Works.
The DPW allows homeowners to install a second water meter, which measures only
outside water use. The readings from these second meters are then deducted from the
homeowner’s sewer bill since the water was not discharged into the sewer. We expect
that water use by those with second meters would represent some of the Town’s heavier
water users, since they had taken the trouble to install a second meter at a cost of several
hundred dollars. However, we would also expect use by second meter customers to be
significantly lower than use by those with private wells because per gallon costs are still
considerably lower for private well users and they are exempt from water bans.
Unfortunately we were not able to obtain second meter data from the Town in time to
incorporate it into this report.
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Table 2: Estimates Private Irrigation Well Use in Westwood,
Excluding Water Management Act Permittees
Assumed
Assumed
Irrigated
Number of Acres Per
Active Wells
Well

Scenario
Present Day
all @ 1 acre
all @ 1/2 acre
half @ 1 acre
half @ 1/2 acre

262.00
262.00
130.00
130.00

1.00
0.50
1.00
0.50

MGD

Cubic Feet
Per Second

1.02
0.51
0.50
0.25

1.57
0.79
0.78
0.39

After 15 year's Growth at Historic rate of 12 Irrigation Wells per Year
all @ 1 acre
442.00
1.00
1.71
2.65
all @ 1/2 acre
442.00
0.50
0.86
1.33
half @ 1 acre
310.00
1.00
1.20
1.86
half @ 1/2 acre
310.00
0.50
0.60
0.93

Because private well use is not metered it is impossible to precisely determine the
magnitude of their impact, however, we feel confident that demand is within the range in
Table 2 above. At the higher end of the range, the withdrawal is equivalent to an
additional major municipal well, and over the relatively short time horizon of 15 years,
rises to the level of two major municipal wells. At the lower end of the range this
withdrawal still represents a significant percentage of total flow in small and medium
sized tributaries, particularly during drought periods when one would expect private
irrigation wells to be used most heavily.
Of further concern is the likely prospect that these impacts are similar across other
affluent, low-density Neponset Valley communities including Medfield, Dover, Sharon
Foxborough, Canton, Walpole and perhaps Dedham. Taken together those cumulative
impacts, even when using the low end of future demand, would represent several times
more than the total flow of the Neponset at the Norwood Gauge during drought
conditions.
While the primary focus of this report is the issue of private irrigation wells, there is
another important source of private irrigation withdrawals in the Neponset Valley: private
surface water diversions. Unfortunately, there is even less information about these
surface diversions than there is on private wells. While in theory, most of these diversions
would require and order of conditions under the Wetlands Protection Act, in NepRWA’s
experience they are generally installed without any permit applications, and there is no
organized record of such diversions in any Neponset Valley Town to the best of our
knowledge.
While it is impossible to accurately enumerate such surface diversions, our past
experience with shoreline surveys and other field investigations indicate that they are
fairly common. Such surface diversions from ponds, streams and wetlands have the
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money saving advantages of a private irrigation well, without the high initial installation
cost. Such diversions vary from small residential uses, to any number of larger
condominium complex or commercial situations. Based on our own experience in the
field, NepRWA would speculate that most Neponset Valley communities have not less
than 25 such diversions, and perhaps as many as 100.
As is the case with private surface water diversions, there are no organized records of the
number of automated irrigation systems in use in the Town of Westwood, be they
connected to a private well, or the public water supply. While inquiries at several
Neponset Valley municipal plumbing departments produced varied responses, it appears
that the installation of an in-ground irrigation system does not require a plumbing permit
in Massachusetts. However, if the irrigation system is connected to the public water
supply via a new “hard” connection rather than via an existing spigot, a plumbing permit
will be triggered for the hard connection, but not the irrigation system. A careful review
of records at the Westwood Plumbing Department as to what if any records might exist
indicating the potential number of hard piped irrigation systems was beyond the scope of
this project.
Overview of the Regulation in the Town of Westwood
In designing a strategy to manage the impacts of private irrigation wells, surface water
diversions and automated irrigation systems in the Town of Westwood it is important to
begin with an understanding of the overall pattern of laws and regulations that govern
water use. This framework has common elements in communities across the
Commonwealth, but varies somewhat in its particulars from community to community.
The specific regulatory framework that applies to the Town of Westwood is described
below. Copies of relevant existing bylaws and regulations, or references for where than
can easily be found online are included in Appendix A.
Dedham-Westwood Water District Regulations
The Town of Westwood is somewhat unusual among Neponset Valley communities in
that public drinking water is supplied and regulated on a two town regional basis by the
Dedham-Westwood Water District, rather than by the more typical single community,
municipal water department. As a result, regulations pertaining to the use of the public
water supply exist as regulations promulgated by the Water District, rather than as a
municipal water use bylaw as is the case in most other communities.
The Dedham-Westwood Water District or “the District” was created in 1985 as a regional
governmental entity through special legislation enacted by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. The District’s legislation empowers it to supply water to the two towns,
construct and operate water supply infrastructure, assess fees to residents of the two
towns to finance infrastructure and operating costs, regulate the use of the water that it
provides, and even exercise the power of eminent domain in order to acquire water
supplies as needed. The District conducts its duties under the direction of a six member
Board of Commissioners appointed by the Selectmen of the two towns.
Over the years, the District has developed a comprehensive schedule of regulations under
this authority governing all aspects of its operation. However, it is the District’s Water
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Conservation Policy that is primary interest for our purposes. The District’s water
conservation policy establishes a series of seven increasingly stringent levels of water use
restrictions which are triggered based on the ratio between their supply system’s
estimated safe yield and the weekly average water demand. These restrictions range from
voluntary “odd/even” ban during which the public is asked to voluntarily refrain from
unnecessary outdoor water use, to a variety of mandatory restriction levels, which in the
most extreme circumstances prohibit all uses of water not “essential to life, health and
safety.”
The Water Conservation Policy also establishes a schedule of fines for customers who
violate any of the mandatory water restriction levels. The fines begin with a warning for
the first offense, a $100 fine for the second offense, and a $250 fine for the third or
subsequent offense and can culminate in the discontinuation of water service for repeat
offenders. Fines are levied under this policy on the basis of “tips” received from
concerned customers and by periodic reconnaissance by District staff.
Another important feature of the District’s operation is defined by their Water
Management Act and Interbasin Transfer Act permits for its newest Fowl Meadow Well.
In recognition of the increasing hydrologic stresses in the Neponset Watershed, these
state permits require that the District shut down the Fowl Meadow Well whenever the
river reaches a critical low-flow threshold. The river is most likely to reach these critical
cutoff flow levels during periods of drought, exactly the same time when outdoor water
demand places the greatest strain on the District’s supplies. When activated, this
requirement, while necessary to protect the river, places intense pressure on the District’s
infrastructure, and can quickly raise the water conservation level to its highest stage. Any
activities that contribute to lowering instream flow levels, be they private irrigation,
impoundment manipulation or loss of groundwater recharge, also contribute to the
potential for health and safety problems as the Districts pumping capacity is restricted.
Water Management Act and Interbasin Transfer Act
The Water Management Act is the primary state law regulating public and private surface
and groundwater withdrawals. It is administered by the Department of Environmental
Protection and applies only to withdrawals with an annual daily average volume of
100,000 gallons per day or more. The Interbasin Transfer Act is a state law regulating the
transfer of water between watersheds for water supply, wastewater or other purposes. The
Interbasin Transfer Act is administered by the Massachusetts Water Resources
Commission and generally applies only to transfers of 1,000,000 gallons per day or more.
While these are the principal laws governing most public water supply activities, and
some private water users such as heavy industries and golf courses, they are generally not
applicable to the withdrawals associated with private suburban irrigation, which are
relatively small when taken individually. Copies of the Water Management Act and
Regulations are available online at www.state.ma.us/dep/matrix. The Interbasin Transfer
Act and Regulations are available online at www.state.ma.us/envir/mwrc.
Guide to Lawn and Landscape Water Conservation
As discussed above the Massachusetts Water Resource Commission is the primary state
agency charged with water supply planning, management and permitting activities in
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Massachusetts. The WRC has also developed the Massachusetts Guide to Lawn and
Landscape Water Conservation. This document provides extensive recommendations for
municipalities, water suppliers, homeowners and businesses as to how best regulate and
manage outdoor water use to maximize efficiency and limit potential conflicts between
landscape irrigation, instream flow preservation and critical water supply needs. While
not having the effect of direct regulation, this document provides authoritative guidance
on the subject, and forms the basis for many of the recommendations in the later sections
of this report. Copies of the guide are available online at: www.state.ma.us/envir/mwrc.
Well Drillers Registration Program
Chapter 21, section 16 of the General Laws of the Commonwealth, enacted in 1962,
establishes a program of Well Driller Registration to ensure that well drillers in
Massachusetts are appropriately qualified, and to ensure that records of wells drilled are
maintained. DCR is charged with administering this law and has adopted regulations (313
CMR 13, adopted in 1997) to guide its work. DCR conducts well driller exams, maintains
a list of registered drillers, fields complaints about well drillers and maintains a database
of the well completion reports which must be submitted to DCR and the local Board of
Health every time a well is drilled in Massachusetts. In addition to these general
provisions, Chapter 21, section 16 specifically reserves the right of cities and towns to
require that a “site permit” be obtained for a well in order to protect public health and
safety. A copy of Chapter 21 section 17 is included in Appendix A. A copy of the well
driller’s regulations can be found online at www.state.ma.us/dcr/programs/welldrill
(however given the recent agency reorganization this web address is likely to change
soon).
Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act
The Massachusetts Wetland Protection Act and its associated regulations, protect the
public interest in wildlife habitat, water supply, flood prevention and other considerations
associated with the functioning of healthy wetland resources. Any activity within 100’ of
specified wetland resource areas, or within 200’ of a perennial stream is subject to the
Act’s jurisdiction. Decisions under the Act are made by locally appointed Conservation
Commissions, but those local decisions may be appealed to the state Department of
Environmental Protection, and ultimately to the courts.
The Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act and its regulations make no specific
reference to the issue of private irrigation wells, or private surface diversions. However,
because the Act regulates activities, which would dredge, fill or alter wetlands, it
provides a basis for regulating the hydrologic impact of private wells and surface
diversions, at least within the relatively small geographic area of a watershed, which is
subject to Wetlands Act jurisdiction.
Generally the Wetlands Protection Act focuses on regulating activities that have a direct
impact on wetland resource areas. The classic example would be the regulation of well
construction activities such as excavation on the stream bank, installation of access roads
through a marsh, or the actual digging of a well in a wetland.
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The Act also recognizes that an action such as the withdrawal of water directly from a
resource area (either by taking it out at the top via a surface diversion or taking it out at
the bottom via a well) is a subject to regulation, though the exact standard each activity
must meet depends on the resource area being affected. Clearly a private surface or
groundwater diversion constructed in a wetland resource area or the buffer zone, where
the diversion would lower the water level in a wetland, thereby changing the community
of plants or wildlife in the wetland, could be prohibited by a Conservation Commission
under the Wetlands Protection Act or could be permitted with conditions necessary to
protect the resource area.
The Wetlands Act even empowers the Conservation Commission to regulate water
diversions which are constructed outside its jurisdiction, but which are actively having a
clear impact on a regulated resource area. However, this authority to regulate indirect
impacts is applicable only after the fact, once the Commission can demonstrate that
actual damage is occurring. Thus the Commission cannot prevent a homeowner from
building a private irrigation well 101 feet from a wetland (i.e. just outside their
jurisdiction). However, if the wetland dries up as soon as the well is turned on, the
Commission does have the authority to regulate the operation of the well in order to
protect the resource area. While this authority exists, it is very seldom utilized because of
the practical inherent in attempting to assert regulatory control of an activity “once the
horse has already left the barn.”
In Westwood, the Board of Health (which has primary responsibility for regulating
private irrigation wells as described below) has had a longstanding practice of notifying
the Conservation Commission whenever they receive an application of a new well be it
for drinking water or for irrigation. However, most applicants, realizing this additional
requirement will be imposed, take steps to locate their well in an area of their property
which is outside of Conservation Commission’s jurisdiction. As a result, only one of the
46 wells proposed since 2000, has been subject to permitting by the Westwood
Conservation Commission. Copies of the Wetlands Protection Act and Regulations are
available online at: www.state.ma.us/dep/matrix.
Westwood Conservation Bylaw
In addition to the authority that they exercise under the Wetland Protection Act, the
Westwood Conservation Commission also administers the Westwood Wetland Protection
Bylaw. Enacted by the Westwood Town Meeting in 1989 under the Town of Westwood’s
home rule authority, the Westwood Wetland Protection Bylaw provides a set of rules
parallel to, but significantly more inclusive than the Mass Wetlands Protection Act.
Among other significant provisions, the Bylaw establishes a 35 foot “no-build” zone
around wetland resource areas which strengthens the basic buffer zone reporting
requirements of the Act.
As currently drafted, the Westwood Wetland Protection Bylaw contains no specific
reference to private wells or surface water diversions. However, the language of the
Bylaw gives the Commission substantially broader powers to regulate water diversions
than those it administers under the Wetlands Act. Most importantly, the Bylaw empowers
the Commission to prospectively regulate activities which it believes are “likely” to have
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a “significant or incremental effect on wetlands,” irrespective of whether those activities
take place in a resource area or the buffer zone. This is a dramatic change from the
powers in the Act which allow activities outside resource areas and the buffer zone to be
regulated only once significant environmental damage has actually occurred. The Bylaw
also allows the Commission to require applicants to cover the cost of experts hired by the
Commission to review hydrologic and other technical data. It allows the Commission to
deny an application if the proposed activity fails to prevent unacceptable incremental
effects on wetlands and it explicitly defines a change to the “water level” or “water table”
as an alteration subject to regulation. Finally the Bylaw allows the Commission to
promulgate its own regulations to “effectuate” the Bylaw after public notice and a public
hearing.
Westwood Board of Health Regulations
In Massachusetts, local boards of health have very broad powers to enact their own
regulations as needed to protect public health. In addition, Boards of Health are often
charged with administering various bylaws enacted by Town Meeting.
In Westwood, the installation and operation of private wells for irrigation and or drinking
is regulated mainly by Westwood Board of Health’s Private Well Regulations. These
regulations are primarily designed to address water quality concerns, and the ability of
wells to reliably provide sufficient volumes of water for indoor household use. They
provide specifications for where wells can be located relative to likely pollution sources
and required installation practices. Relevant requirements include minimum setbacks of
25 feet from rivers, streams and ponds and a prohibition of wells in the aquifer protection
district as set up in the zoning bylaw. The regulations also prohibit wells less than 100
feet deep, and establish procedures for formally decommissioning any well not used in
the last three years.
The regulations require that all private wells obtain a permit from the Board of Health
whether they will be used for drinking or irrigation. The permit requires a submission of a
pump test report to verify that the well meets the Board’s volume requirements which are
oriented toward residential drinking water needs. The permit also requires successful
completion of a water quality test. The water quality test is for a comprehensive suite of
potential contaminants in the case of a private drinking water well and for the more
limited suite including bacteria and Massachusetts Secondary Contaminants in the case of
an irrigation well. The water testing requirements are triggered not only upon initial
application to install a well, but also any time a home with an active well is sold. The
regulations do not address private surface water diversions used for irrigation. These
comprehensive rules are largely based on the model bylaw recommended by the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection. The major changes from the
model include the prohibition against shallow wells and prohibition of private wells in
the water resource protection district.
Zoning Regulations
The Town of Westwood’s Zoning Bylaws are administered by the Planning Board and
Zoning Board of Appeals. These rules define many aspects of the shape, location and
manner of development in Westwood and the infrastructure which supports that
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development. The zoning bylaws in Westwood include a Water Resource Protection
Overlay District designed to help prevent contamination of groundwater sources used for
public drinking water purposes by regulating high risk land uses in recharge areas. This
overlay district defines the area within which the Board of Health prohibits irrigation
wells as described above. While some communities have adopted zoning rules such as
maximum lawn size designed to minimize unnecessary irrigation, there are no such
bylaws in Westwood.
Plumbing Code
Virtually all activities involving even the most minor plumbing in a home in
Massachusetts must obtain a plumbing permit and be completed by a licensed plumber in
accordance with the provisions of the State Plumbing Code. However, plumbing
activities more than ten feet from a residence are exempt from the permit requirement. As
a result private wells used solely for irrigation (i.e. not plumbed into the house) and any
irrigation system connected to such a well are exempt from the permit requirement. In the
case of an irrigation system connected to the public water supply, the spigot that brings
water to the outside of the house is subject to a plumbing permit, but the irrigation system
connected to that spigot is currently exempt.

Overview of Relevant Bylaws
and Policies Adopted in Other Massachusetts Municipalities
Before preparing specific recommendations for the Town of Westwood, NepRWA
completed a search for other communities who have already adopted relevant bylaws and
or policies. We were surprised by how many communities we were able to identify that
have already taken some action to regulate the impact of private irrigation wells and
irrigation systems. A summary of the existing regulations which we found is provided in
table 3, whenever possible, the full text of the regulation or policy is included in
Appendix B.
A range of legal mechanisms were used to implement the regulations we found from
formal bylaw adoption to less formal promulgation of regulations. In all, 10 communities
simply ban in-ground or automatic irrigation systems connected to the public water
supply, with one community applying that ban retroactively to existing commercial
systems. Four communities have specific design/performance standards or detailed
permitting application processes for irrigation systems connected to the public water
supply and two have such requirements for irrigation systems connected to private wells.
Two communities have restrictions on where private irrigation wells can be placed that
go beyond the standard board of health, water quality oriented requirements. Two
communities require special landscaping treatments designed to minimize the need for
irrigation. One community requires that those irrigating with private wells abide by
outdoor water bans under specific conditions.
This survey of existing regulations represents a significant, though not exhaustive effort
to find communities that have taken action in these areas. There are undoubtedly
communities that have taken action beyond those listed here. This is especially so in the
case of zoning rules designed to minimize the need for irrigation through thoughtful site
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design. Nevertheless, it is clear than many communities have been faced with this same
set of issues and have responded with a wide array of regulatory strategies.
In addition to the existing municipal bylaws and regulations, we reviewed the latest round
of state Water Management Act permits being reissued for the Ipswich River Watershed.
While these permits are not yet final because they have been almost universally appealed
by water suppliers and conservation interests alike, they do indicate DEP’s belief that it is
both appropriate and necessary for communities to begin tying outdoor watering
restrictions to instream flow levels, and to begin extending those restrictions to people
using private well water for irrigation. In short the DEP permits set two instream flow
thresholds for the Ipswich River, a relatively high “caution” threshold at which public
water suppliers must impose voluntary irrigation restrictions, and a lower “danger”
threshold at which water suppliers must impose total outdoor water bans.
The permits go on to direct the regulated communities to adopt local regulations needed
to extend this system of streamflow based outdoor watering restrictions to those irrigating
with private well water. It is also significant to note that the streamflow triggers included
in these permits are substantially higher than the streamflow triggers in the Dedham
Westwood Water District’s permits. The “danger” level in the Ipswich is more than twice
as high as the single threshold on the Neponset for Dedham Westwood. A copy of one of
these Water Management Act permits is included in Appendix B.
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Table 3: Summary of Existing Municipal Regulation
of Private Wells and Irrigation Systems
Agency
Acton Water Supply
District

Issues
irrigation
systems

Enacted By
regulation

Summary
requires moisture sensor, backflow prevention, pre-installation
notification, applies to new and existing systems

Town of Falmouth

irrigation
systems

zoning bylaw

xeriscape required unless private well or drip/mist irrigation used

Town of Falmouth

private well
water bans

bylaw

bans apply to private well irrigators when selectmen declare
groundwater emergency

Northborough Water irrigation
and Sewer
systems
Commission
Town of Westborough irrigation
systems

regulation

no new irrigation systems on public water, enacted 1985

bylaw

Norfolk Water
Department

irrigation
systems

regulation

no new underground sprinklers on public water, existing
commercial systems must move to private well in one year,
enacted 1996
no new underground sprinklers on public water, enacted 1991

Stoughton Board of
Health

regulation

requires detailed design and pump test information before
allowing irrigation system on private well

Walpole Water and
Sewer Commission

private well
irrigation
systems
irrigation
systems

regulation

no new "outside irrigation systems" on public water, xeriscaping
required

Mashpee Water
District

irrigation
systems

regulation

Town of Sudbury

irrigation
systems

bylaw

Dedham Board of
Health

irrigation wells

bylaw

no new "automatic outside irrigation" systems on public water,
existing systems may not be enlarged and require rain sensor,
low flow heads and max 0.5 inch per week
no new or expanded in ground irrigation on public water, permit
for irrigation system from BOH, 100' wetlands setback for wells,
moisture sensor and IPM plan required
new irrigation wells prohibited in water resource district

N. Andover Water
District

irrigation
systems

regulations

irrigation systems on public water require backflow preventer,
rain sensor and second meter

Holliston Water
Department

irrigation
systems

regulation(?)

no irrigation systems on public water, no copy in appendix

Sterling Water
Department

irrigation
systems

regulation(?)

irrigation systems require rain sensor, no copy in appendix

Bridgewater Water
Department

irrigation
systems

regulation(?)

no irrigation systems on public water, no copy in appendix
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Recommendations For Westwood and Model Language
The Steering Committee discussions identified several key issues and obstacles to an
effective program of regulating irrigation wells and irrigation systems. Chief among these
is that fact that the authority, responsibility and expertise for managing various aspects of
these problems are distributed across several municipal agencies. As a result, the best
regulatory approach will involve closely coordinated, but relatively modest changes to
the rules of several agencies rather than a single bylaw.
Another critical consideration is the fact that all the municipal agencies potentially
involved are already working at or over the capacity of their current staffs and thus the
preferred approach should place as little administrative burden on each agency as
possible. Again an integrated approach with distributed responsibilities promises to be the
most effective.
Ultimately the Steering Committee divided the issue into three areas that were the most
urgent. These are: to prohibit the installation of new irrigation wells near sensitive
resources; to establish consistent design and performance standards for the efficient use
of irrigation systems irrespective of the water source; and to extend outdoor watering
restrictions to those using private irrigation wells during periods of hydrologic stress.
Recommendations for action in each of these areas are discussed below. Model language
needed to implement the recommended actions is included in Appendix C where
applicable.
Protecting Sensitive Resource Areas
Recommendation #1: The Westwood Conservation Commission should adopt a
regulation establishing a presumption that private wells and surface diversions within
the riverfront area or buffer zone have an adverse impact on wetland resources.
Recommendation #2: Once the Conservation Commission has implemented
recommendation #1, the Westwood Board of Health should modify its private well
regulations to make wetland and stream setbacks consistent with the new
Conservation Commission regulations.
We are recommending a relatively limited action by the Conservation Commission at this
point. Such an action is clearly within the Commission’s existing authority under the
Westwood Wetland Protection Bylaw, and can be implemented with minimal effort
through a straightforward public notice and hearing process. The follow on action by the
Board of Health also requires a minimum of effort.
In fact, the existing Wetlands Bylaw provides the Commission with all the authority it
would need to effectively ban all irrigation withdrawals in the Town, if the Commission
were inclined to do so. Given the overall decline in instream flow levels, a compelling
case can be made that all nonessential water withdrawals in the Town of Westwood have
an “unacceptable incremental effect” on wetland resources, the threshold established in
the conservation bylaw.
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Early on in the discussions we had considered recommending that the Conservation
Commission define a more expanded area around wetland resources within which private
irrigation withdrawals would be banned, perhaps 300 feet. The premise behind such an
approach would be that wells located closer to resource areas are more likely to have a
direct hydrologic impact on that resource area. While the Commission could undertake
such an approach without requiring Town Meeting action, we have not recommended this
as the preferred approach at this time.
Some commenters argued that because most private irrigation wells are relatively deep
bedrock wells, that they either have no effect on surface hydrology, that the water drawn
from such wells could be coming from hundreds of miles away, or that it would be
impossible to define a defensible distance within which wells should be banned given the
vagaries of bedrock fracture patterns. It is indeed impossible to say exactly where the
water in a small bedrock well in New England is coming from, however contrary to the
objections above, water drawn from such a well is most likely connected to surface water
features within a relatively short distance from the well head. Most importantly, the
probability that the well will impact surface water features increases steadily as proximity
to the feature increases.
If the Commission wanted to pursue this type of expanded buffer zone approach, one
defensible method for establishing a buffer distance would be to use one of several rules
of thumb, such as the Theis Method, for estimating the distance required to generate a
minimal drawdown effect given the typical pumping rate of a small well. The EPA
documents entitled “Guidelines for Delineation of Wellhead Protection Areas” and
“Delineation of Wellhead Protection Areas in Fractured Rock,” along with the recent
USGS publication “ Delineation of Water Sources for Public-Supply Wells in Three
Fractured Bedrock Aquifer Systems in Massachusetts” provide additional information
and are available at the NepRWA office, if the Commission wishes to pursue this
approach.
However, in the end we did not recommend that the Commission pursue an expanded
buffer zone approach for several reasons. First is that private residential irrigation wells
taken individually have relatively small impacts, and the degree of that impact is most
significant only on a seasonal basis when natural water levels are lowest, and irrigation
demands highest. Second, because the problem is the cumulative impact of many small
wells across the entire watershed, the priority should be to regulate the vast majority of
all private wells not just those near wetlands. However, it is probably not politically
feasible for the Commission to completely ban the installation of private wells
everywhere in the town. For both these reasons, we felt that focusing on a measure
regulating the USE of all private irrigation wells based on seasonal water shortages
would be a more effective tool for pursuing the objective at hand.
The Commission should however, consider establishing a volume threshold above which
any new surface or groundwater diversion would be presumed to have an impact on
wetland resources, irrespective of its distance from the resource area. Doing so would at
least provide a safety net, for relatively large withdrawals that fall below the threshold for
Water Management Act review, and at least set the stage for requiring appropriate
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mitigation measures. An appropriate threshold might be 10,000 gallons per day, roughly
the amount of water needed to apply 1” of water per week to an area of 2.5 acres.
Unfortunately there was not enough time to fully develop this strategy within the project
timeframe.
Design and Performance Standards for Irrigation Systems
Recommendation #3: The Dedham Westwood Water District should amend its water
conservation policy to establish performance standards and design requirements to
ensure the efficiency of irrigation systems connected to the public water supply.
Recommendation #4: Once the Dedham Westwood Water District has implemented
recommendation #3, the Westwood Board of Health should amend its Private Well
Regulations to incorporate identical efficiency standards for irrigation systems using
private wells.
Recommendation #5: Once recommendations #3 and #4 have been implemented, the
Water District, Board of Health, Conservation Commission and NepRWA should
develop and jointly disseminate a common set of educational and administrative
materials to ease implement the new regulations.
Early on in the Steering Committee’s discussions it was agreed that irrigation systems,
particularly automatic irrigation systems have extraordinary potential to waste water in
ways that is of no benefit to anyone’s landscape. The Committee also agreed that while
one could argue over other elements of the program, there really is no credible objection
that can be raised in defense of irrigation practices which are simply wasteful. The
committee also agreed that wasteful irrigation system operation is equally indefensible
whether it is public drinking water or privately pumped groundwater that is being wasted.
There is, based on our survey of other communities, ample precedent for simply banning
automatic irrigation systems connected at least to the public water supply. However in
most cases, these rules have the effect of simply shifting demand and wasteful practices
from publicly pumped groundwater into privately pumped groundwater sources. The
Water District also expressed reluctance to move forward with a simple ban on irrigation
systems on the public water supply at this time. Hence, we are recommending parallel
sets of regulations at the Water District and Board of Health to ensure that all irrigation
systems are operated efficiently. It is important to note however that establishing a
program of design standards that has the potential to be effectively enforced entails
significantly more administrative complexity than a simple ban.
The Committee also had a long discussion of the practical difficulties and the lack
additional staffing needed to fully enforce such regulations. In spite of these limitations,
it was agreed that a common set of regulations would be an essential starting point and
foundation for a more forceful education campaign. It was also agreed that it would be
easier to change the behavior of the vast majority of law abiding homeowners with
regulations in place than without them, even if there are limited resources available for
enforcement initially.
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The recommended language included in Appendix C is based primarily on the guidance
in the Massachusetts Guide to Lawn and Landscape Water Conservation. Specifically the
recommended language is designed to:
x Establish basic, common sense standards for all irrigation systems, be they in –
ground, automatic or informal
x Establish additional requirements for systems that will initiate watering
automatically;
x Establish a consistent set of penalties irrespective of the source of water; and
x Bring existing systems into compliance with the new guidelines over time with a
minimum of administrative burden and controversy.
Extending Outdoor Watering Restrictions to Private Irrigation Wells
Recommendation #6: The Dedham Westwood Water District should revise its criteria
for declaring seasonal water use restrictions to better anticipate events requiring a
shutdown of the Fowl Meadow Well and to more explicitly describe current
streamflow and groundwater conditions.
Recommendation #7: The Dedham-Westwood Water District, Westwood Police,
Westwood Conservation Commission and Westwood Board of Health should evaluate
the possibility of using a joint enforcement approach to implementing the bylaw
described in Recommendation 8 as well as the existing Water District water ban
policy.
Recommendation #8: The Westwood Conservation Commission, Board of Health and
the Water District should cosponsor a general bylaw that would establish restrictions
on the use private irrigation wells during periods of hydrologic stress.
For most of the year, the volume of private irrigation wells and surface diversions, even
when taken together, are relatively small in comparison to the overall volume of the
Neponset and most of its tributaries. However, during critical periods, particularly during
natural drought events, the impact of such diversions is very significant - when pumping
increases at the same time that wetlands most need replenishment from overtaxed
groundwater reserves. This situation suggests that a regulatory scheme that focuses on
regulating the seasonal use of private irrigation withdrawals in response to hydrologic
stress will be equally effective and less overreaching than an effort to prohibit the
installation of such diversions across the entire landscape.
This is exactly the approach required of Towns by DEP in the new Ipswich River
Watershed Water Management Act Permits. It is also the approach successfully
implemented in the Town of Falmouth. Significantly, the Falmouth bylaw has been
reviewed and endorsed by the Attorney General (see Appendix B).
While the Board of Health would theoretically have the authority to establish such a rule
through regulation rather than Town Meeting action, such a regulation would be
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politically infeasible. Thus implementing such an approach would require adoption of a
new bylaw by the Westwood Town Meeting.
The key to establishing such a bylaw, and defending it in the event of a legal challenge,
will be to ensure that private well watering bans are declared in response to
environmental indicators of threats to public health, public safety, water quality or
environmental resources from continued, unrestrained groundwater pumping. The key to
political acceptability of implementing such a ban will be that it provides for equitable
treatment of those using public and privately pumped groundwater for irrigation. Finally
the key to successful implementation of such a measure on an administrative level is to
assign roles and responsibilities to agencies already playing similar functions.
In order to meet all these objectives the proposed model bylaw gives the authority to
declare a state of hydrologic stress to the Water District, which is already monitoring
river levels and groundwater levels and evaluating when to impose use restrictions on
public water irrigators.
We recommend that the Dedham Westwood Water District revise its water conservation
policy to more explicitly include measures of hydrologic stress into its system of triggers
for declaring various levels of water bans. Currently the District’s written policy is to
declare bans based on the ratio between weekly demand and safe yield. While safe yield
indirectly incorporates the concept of hydrologic stress, it does not directly reflect the
influence of lowered groundwater and streamflow levels on water supply in real time. A
strict interpretation of the District’s water ban policy would cause the District to react to
potential problems only once they had already occurred. In practice district staff are
already incorporating indicators of hydrologic stress into their decisions regarding water
bans over and above the written policy. This forward looking process should be made
explicit by defining high, medium and low levels of hydrologic stress and using the
hydrologic stress level in conjunction with average demand and safe yield to impose
watering restrictions of appropriate severity.
To ensure equity between users of publicly and privately pumped water, and to greatly
simplify the determination of who is and is not in compliance with the applicable water
ban, we have proposed a program of essentially parallel use restrictions irrespective of
the water source. Specifically we would recommend that mandatory odd-even type
restrictions, which are generally intended to disperse peak demand during periods of
modest hydrologic stress apply to only publicly pumped water users, but that mandatory
total bans, handheld bans and the like which are generally designed to respond to genuine
hydrologic stress be applied to all irrigators irrespective of the water source. Finally, we
have proposed that private well irrigators be asked to follow lesser bans on a voluntary
basis.
To streamline and unify the enforcement of the water bans we recommend enforcement
be done through non-criminal ticketing, with identical penalties for private and public
water users. We also recommend establishing a higher level of cooperation and mutual
assistance among the Water District, Conservation Commission, Board of Health and
Westwood Police in enforcement of both public and private water bans. Currently during
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water bans, Water District staff conduct occasional patrols, issuing tickets and warnings
as needed to their customers. At the same time, District staff could also note violations of
private water bans and pass that information to either the Board of Health or
Conservation Commission for further enforcement. At the same time, the Conservation
Commission, Westwood Police and Board of Health have frequent occasion to observe
violations of watering restrictions as they go about their daily duties. We would
recommend that all of these agencies also make observations of such violations and
report them to the appropriate agency for further follow up.
Ideally, we would recommend that the Water District retain ultimate authority for
enforcement of water ban violations for users of the public system and that the Board of
Health or Conservation Commission retain ultimate authority for enforcement of bans
against private well users. However, we would also recommend that the Water District,
Westwood Police, Conservation Commission and Board of Health all be “crossdeputized” to issue tickets for violations of either private or public water ban violations.
Any disputes or appeals over a ticket issued by a “deputy” would then be referred back to
the applicable ultimate authority for resolution.
While the Committee had many general discussions about the difficulties and
complications of enforcement with limited staffing, they did not have the chance have a
chance to explicitly discuss this idea. Nor did the project allow time for a full exploration
of any legal issues that would be involved in such a mutual enforcement approach.
However, we feel strongly that this integrated approach offers the best alternative for
ensuring effective, efficient enforcement, with minimal duplication of effort among
departments, while placing a minimal additional burden on any one department.

Additional Recommendations
Recommendation #9: Boards of Health throughout the Neponset River Watershed
should adopt new private well regulations based on the Westwood model.
As part of the project we conducted a survey of private well regulations in other
communities in the Neponset Valley. In general we found that almost all communities
had regulations based on older model bylaws than those in place in Westwood. Most of
the bylaws require no testing or permitting for private wells that will not be used for
drinking water. An important first step to addressing the private well irrigation issue in
most communities is to establish a more comprehensive set of basic regulations regarding
private wells. Updated Board of Health private well bylaws could be adopted
concurrently with the components of recommendation #10 to maximize efficiency.
Recommendation #10: Other communities in the Neponset Valley, particularly
relatively affluent, low density communities, should adopt a framework of regulations
similar to those recommended for Westwood above.
Recommendation #11: NepRWA and interested Neponset Valley communities should
seek additional governmental and nongovernmental funding sources to prepare a set
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of model zoning bylaws designed to minimize the need for landscape irrigation
through better site design.
This is an important area that was not significantly addressed within the scope of this
project.
Recommendation #11: All Neponset Valley communities should establish an annual
budget of $50,000 to $100,000 for water conservation education and promotion
activities, using water revenues.
To the best of our knowledge, the Dedham-Westwood Water District is the only local
water supplier in the Neponset Valley that regularly sets aside more than a nominal
amount of money to fund water conservation education and promotion. Throughout the
Steering Committee’s discussions, the practical limitations of enforcing any regulatory
scheme were a prominent consideration. All members of the Steering Committee agreed
that while regulatory approaches are important, it will ultimately be the ability of the
community to educate its citizens about the need for action that will bring about desired
outcomes. Establishing a budget for these activities is a prerequisite to success.
Recommendation #12: NepRWA and other interested agencies should seek funding to
develop or find an inexpensive (or free), simple to use database that Boards of Health
can use to more efficiently keep track of important information on private wells.
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Existing Regulations Applicable to
Private Wells and Irrigation Systems in Westwood
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Model Conservation Commission Regulation Limiting the Installation
of Irrigation Wells and Surface Withdrawals in Resource Areas, and
the Buffer Zone
Whereas, water withdrawals, impervious surfaces and interbasin transfers have
significantly reduced groundwater levels and seasonal surface water levels in wetlands
and streams in Westwood and neighboring communities;
Whereas, these hydrologic changes have had significant adverse impacts on the interests
of the Massachusetts Wetland Protection Act and Westwood Wetland Protection Bylaw,
specifically including the interests in wildlife habitat, pollution prevention, and water
supply among others;
Whereas, withdrawals of surface water and ground water for landscape irrigation and
other purposes are a major cause of this hydrologic alteration, particularly in light of the
cumulative impact of several hundred existing withdrawals within the Town;
Therefore, the Commission shall presume that any public or private withdrawal of
surface water or groundwater, within 100 feet of any wetland, floodplain, bank, land
under water, land subject to flooding, vernal pond or within the 200-foot riverfront area,
will alter and adversely impact those resource areas by further lowering water levels.
This presumption can be overcome only by expert testimony which two thirds of the
Commission finds credible. Such evidence would include the results of a pump test with
observation wells or other empirical data indicating that the proposed withdrawal is
hydrologically isolated from all wetlands, water supplies and surface water features. If
the presumption is not overcome, the permit shall be denied unless the applicant can
mitigate by a three-fold replacement that matches the location and seasonal pattern of the
withdrawal.
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Model Amendment to the Dedham Westwood Water District Rules
and Regulations Requiring Efficient Irrigation Systems and Practices
A: Definitions:
Temporary Irrigation System: any system connected to the public water supply and
installed on a temporary or occasional basis for the purpose of applying supplemental
irrigation water to a lawn, or other landscape features. Including a system of garden hoses
and sprinkler heads, but not including a hand held hose or watering container.
Permanent Irrigation System: any system connected to the public water supply and
installed on a permanent or semi permanent basis for the purpose of applying
supplemental irrigation water to a lawn, or other landscape features. Including but not
limited to an underground sprinkler system but not including a temporary sprinkler
system, hand held hose or watering container.
Automatic Irrigation System: any irrigation system, be it permanent or temporary,
connected to the public water supply which is activated automatically without direct
initiation by a human operator.
B. Permit Requirements
After the effective date of this regulation, written application shall be filed with the
Dedham Westwood Water District, hereinafter “the District, ”prior to the installation of
any new permanent or automatic irrigation system, or the expansion of any such system
connected to the public water supply. The application shall include such information and
plans as are deemed necessary by the District to determine whether the proposed system
complies with the applicable performance standards of these regulations. No new or
expanded permanent or automatic irrigation system shall be connected to the public water
supply until the District has issued a permit approving the proposed system. No permit or
application is required for the installation of a temporary irrigation system, however such
systems shall comply with all applicable performance standards of these regulations.
C. Temporary Irrigation System Performance Standards
After the effective date of this regulation, all temporary irrigation systems supplied by the
public water supply shall meet the following requirements:
x The operation of such a system shall not be automatically initiated by a timing
device, unless the system meets all the additional performance standards for an
automatic irrigation system.
x The system shall utilize sprinklers heads designed to distribute water as evenly as
possible.
x The system shall include a mechanism (i.e. a irrigation gauge or rain gauge) for
accurately determining how much water has been applied during a given
irrigation session.
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x The system shall be operated so as to apply water to a given property or zone on
only one day per week, on a day when watering is allowed by any applicable
water use restrictions.
x The system shall be operated so that the combination of natural rainfall during the
prior seven days and irrigation water applied will not total more than one inch of
water per week. For example if there has been 1/4 inches of rain in the preceding
seven days, the irrigation system shall apply no more than 3/4 inches of water on
the day it operates that week.
x The system shall not apply water to any streets, driveways, sidewalks or other
impervious surfaces, nor shall it cause water to run off onto such surfaces.
x The operation of such a system shall be immediately suspended during rainstorms
or when rainstorms are imminent.
x The system shall be shut off at the house when not in use to preclude the
possibility of leaks during times when the system is not in operation.
x The system shall be inspected for leaks and compliance with these regulations at
each deployment.
D. Permanent Irrigation Systems
After the effective date of this regulation, all new or expanded permanent irrigation
systems supplied by the public water supply shall meet all the criteria described above for
temporary irrigation systems, and:
x The system shall be designed with sprinkler heads matched to the size and shape
of the area which they will service, in order to achieve a coefficient of uniformity
of 80% or better.
x The system shall incorporate a master shutoff valve directly connected to the
controller to preclude the possibility of leaks during times when it is not in
operation.
x The system shall include a backflow prevention device.
x The system shall be inspected for leaks, proper sprinkler head function and
compliance with these regulations at least once per year.
E. Automatic Irrigation Systems
After the effective date of this regulation, all new or expanded automatic irrigation
systems supplied by the public water supply, shall meet the applicable standards for
permanent or temporary irrigation systems and shall also meet the following additional
requirements
x Under no circumstances will the system apply more than 1” of supplemental
water per week to any property or zone.
x The system shall be controlled by a rain sensor switch, which shuts the system off
after 1/8 inch of rainfall.
x The system shall also be controlled by a timing device that allows the system (or
each individual zone) on only one day per week, on a day when watering is
allowed by any applicable water use restrictions.
x The system shall be further controlled by one or more soil moisture sensors that
will prohibit operation of the system (or individual zones) until measured soil
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moisture levels indicate that supplemental water is needed to maintain the specific
plant species being irrigated.
x The system shall incorporate an automatic master shutoff valve directly connected
to the controller to preclude the possibility of leaks during times when it is not in
operation.
x The system shall be inspected for leaks, proper sprinkler head function and
compliance with these regulations at least once per year.
F. Existing Irrigation Systems
All permanent or automatic sprinkler systems supplied by the public water supply which
are already in existence as of the effective date of this regulation may continue in
operation. Any such system shall, however, be registered with the Dedham Westwood
Water District within six months from the effective date of this regulation or the
following April first, whichever comes later. When a property with such a system is sold,
the irrigation system shall be upgraded to meet the requirements for a new system. The
owners of such systems are strongly encouraged to immediately comply with these
irrigation system performance standards on a voluntary basis, as these requirements
represent industry best practices for the responsible use of limited water supplies and
protection of wetland wildlife.
G. Administration and Enforcement
The Dedham Westwood Water District may establish and collect fees for any or all of the
requirements of this regulation. The excess of fees collected over an above the cost of
administration shall be set aside for use in the promotion of water conservation.
The penalties for customers and/or irrigation system installation contractors who install
or operate a system in violation of the provisions of this regulation shall be, remediation
of the violation and:
First Violation: Warning
Second Violation: $100 fine
Third and Additional Violations: $250 and discontinuance of water service. A
reactivation fee of $250 will be charged before water service is restored. In the
case of installers, future applications for system installation shall be denied.
Each day or portion thereof during which a violation continues shall constitute a separate
offense, and each provision of the regulations or orders violated shall constitute a
separate offense.
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Model Amendment to the Westwood Board of Health Private Well
Regulations Requiring Efficient Irrigation Systems and Practices
A: Definitions:
Temporary Irrigation System: any system connected to a private well and installed on a
temporary or occasional basis for the purpose of applying supplemental irrigation water
to a lawn, or other landscape features. Including a system of garden hoses and sprinkler
heads, but not including a hand held hose or watering container.
Permanent Irrigation System: any system connected to a private well and installed on a
permanent or semi permanent basis for the purpose of applying supplemental irrigation
water to a lawn, or other landscape features. Including but not limited to an underground
sprinkler system but not including a temporary sprinkler system, hand held hose or
watering container.
Automatic Irrigation System: any irrigation system, be it permanent or temporary,
connected to a private well which is activated automatically without direct initiation by a
human operator.
B. Permit Requirements
After the effective date of this regulation, written application shall be filed with the
Westwood Board of Health, hereinafter “the Board, ”prior to the installation of any new
permanent or automatic irrigation system, or the expansion of any such system connected
to a private well. The application shall include such information and plans as are deemed
necessary by the Board to determine whether the proposed system complies with the
applicable performance standards of these regulations. No new or expanded permanent or
automatic irrigation system shall be connected to a private well until the District has
issued a permit approving the proposed system. No permit or application is required for
the installation of a temporary irrigation system, however such systems shall comply with
all applicable performance standards of these regulations.
C. Temporary Irrigation System Performance Standards
After the effective date of this regulation, all temporary irrigation systems supplied by a
private well shall meet the following requirements:
x The operation of such a system shall not be automatically initiated by a timing
device, unless the system meets all the additional performance standards for an
automatic irrigation system.
x The system shall utilize sprinklers heads designed to distribute water as evenly as
possible.
x The system shall include a mechanism (i.e. a irrigation gauge or rain gauge) for
accurately determining how much water has been applied during a given
irrigation session.
x The system shall be operated so as to apply water to a given property or zone on
only one day per week, on a day when watering is allowed by any applicable
water use restrictions.
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x The system shall be operated so that the combination of natural rainfall during the
prior seven days and irrigation water applied will not total more than one inch of
water per week. For example if there has been 1/4 inches of rain in the preceding
seven days, the irrigation system shall apply no more than 3/4 inches of water on
the day it operates that week.
x The system shall not apply water to any streets, driveways, sidewalks or other
impervious surfaces, nor shall it cause water to run off onto such surfaces.
x The operation of such a system shall be immediately suspended during rainstorms
or when rainstorms are imminent.
x The system shall be shut off at the house when not in use to preclude the
possibility of leaks during times when the system is not in operation.
x The system shall be inspected for leaks and compliance with these regulations at
each deployment.
D. Permanent Irrigation Systems
After the effective date of this regulation, all new or expanded permanent irrigation
systems supplied by a private well shall meet all the criteria described above for
temporary irrigation systems, and:
x The system shall be designed with sprinkler heads matched to the size and shape
of the area which they will service, in order to achieve a coefficient of uniformity
of 80% or better.
x The system shall incorporate a master shutoff valve directly connected to the
controller to preclude the possibility of leaks during times when it is not in
operation.
x The system shall include a backflow prevention device.
x The system shall be inspected for leaks, proper sprinkler head function and
compliance with these regulations at least once per year.
E. Automatic Irrigation Systems
After the effective date of this regulation, all new or expanded automatic irrigation
systems supplied by a private well, shall meet the applicable standards for permanent or
temporary irrigation systems and shall also meet the following additional requirements:
x Under no circumstances will the system apply more than 1” of supplemental
water per week to any property or zone.
x The system shall be controlled by a rain sensor switch, which shuts the system off
after 1/8 inch of rainfall.
x The system shall also be controlled by a timing device that allows the system (or
each individual zone) on only one day per week, on a day when watering is
allowed by any applicable water use restrictions.
x The system shall be further controlled by one or more soil moisture sensors that
will prohibit operation of the system (or individual zones) until measured soil
moisture levels indicate that supplemental water is needed to maintain the specific
plant species being irrigated.
x The system shall incorporate an automatic master shutoff valve directly connected
to the controller to preclude the possibility of leaks during times when it is not in
operation.
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x The system shall be inspected for leaks, proper sprinkler head function and
compliance with these regulations at least once per year.
F. Existing Irrigation Systems
All permanent or automatic sprinkler systems supplied by a private well which are
already in existence as of the effective date of this regulation may continue in operation.
Any such system shall, however, be registered with the Board within six months from the
effective date of this regulation or the following April first, whichever comes later. When
a property with such a system is sold, the irrigation system shall be upgraded to meet the
requirements for a new system. The owners of such systems are strongly encouraged to
immediately comply with these irrigation system performance standards on a voluntary
basis, as these requirements represent industry best practices for the responsible use of
limited water supplies and protection of wetland wildlife.
G. Administration and Enforcement
The Board may establish and collect fees for any or all of the requirements of this
regulation.
The penalties for private well owners and/or irrigation system installation contractors
who install or operate a system in violation of the provisions of this regulation shall be,
remediation of the violation and:
x First Violation: Warning
x Second Violation: $100 fine
x Third and Additional Violations: $250 and discontinuance of water service. A
reactivation fee of $250 will be charged before water service is restored. In the
case of installers, future applications for system installation shall be denied.
Each day or portion thereof during which a violation continues shall constitute a separate
offense, and each provision of the regulations or orders violated shall constitute a
separate offense.
H. Applicability
The requirements of this section shall not apply to irrigation systems supplied by a
private well already subject to regulation by the Department of Environmental Protection
under the Massachusetts Water Management Act, or to an irrigation system used for
commercial agriculture as defined in GL Ch. 128, s. 1A. The owners of such systems are
however strongly encouraged to comply with these irrigation system performance
standards on a voluntary basis to the maximum extent practicable, as these requirements
represent industry best practices for the responsible use of limited water supplies and
protection of wetland wildlife.
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Model Town of Westwood Bylaw
Establishing Outdoor Water Use Restrictions
for Private Well Users during Periods of Hydrologic Stress
Purpose: To preserve the town’s limited groundwater supplies during periods of drought
for the priority uses of public (non irrigation) water supply, fire protection, wildlife
protection, pollution prevention and the discouragement of mosquito breeding.
Whenever the Dedham Westwood Water District declares a ban on the outdoor use of
water for lawn and landscape irrigation or other purposes in response to drought or
hydrologic stress observed in aquifers, the Charles or Neponset Rivers or their tributaries,
the outdoor use of water drawn from private wells shall be subject to the same restrictions
as to timing, frequency, purpose and manner of use as may be imposed on users of the
public water supply.
The requirements of this section shall not apply to irrigation systems supplied by a
private well subject to regulation by the Department of Environmental Protection under
the Massachusetts Water Management Act, or to an irrigation system used for
commercial agriculture as defined in GL Ch. 128, s. 1A.
Anyone violating any portion of this bylaw shall be subject to a warning for the first
offense, a fine of $100 for the second offense, and a fine of $250 for the third or
subsequent offense. Every day, or portion thereof that the offense continues, and each
provision violated, shall constitute a separate offense. As an alternative to criminal
charges, the bylaw may be enforced through non-criminal citations issued under GL Ch.
40, s. 21D, as set out in section 23 of the town’s bylaws.
The Westwood Police and agents of the Conservation Commission are hereby added to
those persons named in s. 23 of the town’s bylaws as authorized to enforce section 21D
in appropriate cases.
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